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Since Herbrand and Gödel’s work the connections between Proof Theory and Computing have
been at the core of Logic and Informatics. Type Theory and lambda-calculus brought the
“deductive processes = programs = proofs” isomorphism, following Gentzen, Prawitz, CurryHoward and Girard’s work, at the limelight by several deep results.
Since the ‘30s and, more specifically, the ‘50s, also molecular processes in cellular
reproduction have been often analyzed by the “the DNA is a program” metaphor or even model,
in the physico-mathematical sense. Shroedinger by his 1944 book contributed to this
understanding, but he lucidly hinted to the intended causal structure underlying the paradigm.
Subsequent work by Monod, Lwoff and Jacob opened the way to a large use of this model or
metaphor, as well as to a laplacian understanding of biological causality and randomness. After a
short survey on the structures of determination, from Laplace to modern dynamics, we argue that
both the metaphor and the model are causally inadequate, in particular if derived from the current
empirical practices in Molecular Biology, based on the “differential method” (a mutation is
observed or induced and its phenotypic consequences are observed).
Relevant work has already been done, in Biology, criticizing the programming paradigm.
We will refer to empirical evidence and theoretical writings in Biology, yet our arguments will be
mostly based on a comparison with the use of differential methods in Computer Science and in
Physics, where this fundamental tool for empirical investigations originated and acquired a welljustified status. In particular, as we will argue, the programming/deductive paradigm is
theoretically not sound as causal and deductive frame for relating the genome to the phenotype,
even from the point of view of Physics and Programming, in contrast to the physicalist and
computational grounds that this paradigm pretends to propose. The argument will briefly refer
also to some theoretical tools in Programming Semantics, derived from Logic, which provide a
mathematically sound frame for an analysis of the “differential method” in Computer Science.
(work in collaboration with P.-E. Tendero, see below)
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